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Brains and Evolution



Brain Evolution

Four Questions
1) Major changes in neural organization and function? 
2) When did these changes occur? 
3) By what mechanisms did these changes occur? 
4) Why did these changes occur?     - [Northcutt 02]



Spinney 07 New scientist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
spinney-07_Evolution  hacking back the tree of life (can anyone say DEVOLUTION )



Kimberella:
oldest 

bilaterite
fossil, 

570mya
White Sea,

Russia

Erwin  / 
Davidson 

2002

http://dev.bio
logists.org/co
ntent/129/13

/3021.full
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--The last common bilaterian ancestor, [Erwin / Davidson 2002]--		[http://dev.biologists.org/content/129/13/3021.full]The paleontological problem is that a morphologically complex PDA would verylikely have left traces of its presence in the relatively well-studied fossilrecord of the Neoproterozoic. A complex variety of bilaterian forms ispresent in the Cambrian, which begins at 543 Mya (million years ago)(Grotzinger et al., 1995), but there is an enigmatic absence of fossilevidence that can be related to a likely PDA in older rocks. The oldestconvincing remains of bilaterians are fossils of an already well-developedanimal, Kimberella, which we discuss below, and of various bilaterian tracefossils. These date back only to about 555 Mya (Martin et al., 2000), i.e.,the latest Neoproterozoic.img/simmons-1999_erwin-02_kimberella-oldest-accepted-bilaterite-fossil-570myaKimberella, the oldest generally accepted bilaterian fossil from theEdiacaran assemblage. From the Winter Coast of the White Sea, Russia. Theadjacent parallel lines are trace fossils associated with Kimberella, and arebelieved to represent infilled feeding scratches through a microbial mat. Thepresence of these feeding traces suggests that Kimberella possessed feedingstructure similar to the molluscan radula.



CNIDARIANSSPONGES

BILATERIANS

?

bilateral symmetry, 
centralized nervous 
system
true muscle

true gut
nervous system
tissue grade

multicellularity

PLACOZOANS

Origins of multi-cellularity

[Srivastava 08]

Trichoplax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biology of more “complex” animals has been studied and their genomes have been available for a while. This has been helpful in exploring many different questions. The next step is to look at morphologically simpler animals in order to answer different questions such as the origins of multicellularity and the gut and nervous system. One of the first steps in studying these animals is sequencing their genomes. The pedestrian assumption would be that a morpholigically less complex animal would have a less complex genome. But not true of the Trichoplax



What came first: Neurons or Synapses?

Trichoplax :

Size: 1mm 
Discovered in aquarium 

1880s, ignored as 
uninteresting animal.

1970s: New phylum 
Placozoa. (sole species)

Most primitive
multi-cellular, 

or did it lose features from 
more advanced metazoa?

[Srivastava 08]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mansi Srivastava, Jarrod Chapman, etal 2008, The Trichoplax genome and thenature of placozoans Nature 454 (7207): 955–960. (21 August 2008).(reports DNA sequencing)



What came first: Neurons or Synapses?

Cell structure - foreign and unrecognizable - no axons, 
synapses, or muscles.  One type of cell has organelle w a 
crystal that can polarize light.  Are they eyes?  

Most likely, synaptic proteins came before 
neurotransmitters. 

[Jorgensen 14; Smithe etal 14]

Trichoplax: 
Genome suggests 

full-blown nervous 
system - synaptic 

proteins, 
neurotransmitters,

muscle proteins.

Behaviour also 
seems to require a 

neuromuscular 
system.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erik M. JorgensenAnimal Evolution: Looking for the First Nervous SystemCurrent BiologyVolume 24, Issue 14, 21 July 2014, Pages R655–R658How did the nervous system evolve? What came first: neurons or synaptic proteins? A new paper studying the pancake-shaped Trichoplaxsuggests it was not the neurons.In the last few years, evidence has arisen that some of the more primitive soft-bodied creatures around today, including the odd littleTrichoplax, might offer a glimpse of Pre-Cambrian life. A new study by Smith and colleagues in this issue of Current Biology describes the anatomy of Trichoplax in unprecedented detail and demonstrates a complicated repertoire of cells, but they are unfamiliar and bizarre. The sole representative of the Placozoans, Trichoplax, is a mere speck of an animal. It was originally discovered in 1883 crawling on the glass of a fish tank containing seawater. Its simple circular body plan, only 1 mm in diameter, was described at the time but the organism was largely forgotten thereafter until its rediscovery in the 1970s.the pancake that is Trichoplax  can glide along a surface, which implies coordination of beating cilia. Moreover, when it comes across a patch of algae, it pauses over the food source, presumably digesting them by secreting enzymes onto its ventral surface, for absorption via microvilli. Trichoplax also changes shape from a circular to an elongated disk sometimes. So is there evidence of a nervous system underlying these behaviors? Now, through the work of Smith et al. [1], a full understanding of the anatomy of the ∼50,000 cells in Trichoplax has become available. Trichoplaxresembles a sandwich composed of two epithelial layers and some loose cells in between; there is no gut, no muscles or neurons—instead there are only six specialized cell types.It is all a big surprise. Its genome says Trichoplax is an animal with afull-blown nervous system, including synaptic proteins, neurotransmittersystems, and muscle proteins; it even engages in behaviors we expect wouldrequire a neuromuscular system. But instead we find a foreign andunrecognizable cellular anatomy, no axons, no synapses, no muscles. There arethree possibilities: Trichoplax had a nervous system but lost its anatomicalspecializations during the process of acquiring a simplerlifestyle. Alternatively, our expectations were wrong and a nervous systemcan look much different than we expected. Finally, it may have never had one,and we really are looking at what animals did with all the pieces before theywere assembled into a fabulous biological contraption.Carolyn L. Smith etal Novel Cell Types, Neurosecretory Cells, and Body Plan of the Early-Diverging Metazoan Trichoplax adhaerensCurrent Biology, Volume 24, Issue 14, 21 July 2014, Pages 1565-1572---Oliver Voigt etalCurrent Biology 2004 Vol 14 No 22Placozoa — no longer a phylum of one 31 placozoans sampledfrom the pacific, red sea, indo-pacific, n=1,2, 4, etc.genomes : eight different haplotypes of mitochondrial 16S



A-P patterning 
Hox complex

Most signaling pathway and transcription factor 
families, intron-exon, genome organization

CNIDARIANSPLACOZOANSSPONGES BILATERIANS

microRNAs? 
cis-regulation?
larger families?

Genomic evidence

[Srivastava 08]



-stome = mouth [Greek]

deutero- = second
proto- = first, original
[cognate: Skt pUrva-]

Deuterostomes: original 
opening (blastopore) 

becomes output ;
new opening is mouth



Spinney 07 New scientist
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spinney-07_Evolution  hacking back the tree of life (can anyone say DEVOLUTION )



[Northcutt 2002]

ob: olfactory bulb
cb: cerebellum
ch: cerebral hemispheres
m: medulla oblongata 

ot: optic tectum
p: pituitary gland

Vertebrate
Brains

Presenter
Presentation Notes
@article{northcutt-02_understanding-vertebrate-brain-evolution,  title={Understanding vertebrate brain evolution},  author={Northcutt, R Glenn},  journal={Integrative and comparative biology},  volume={42},  number={4},  pages={743--756},  year={2002},}aob, accessory olfactory bulb (cross-hatched); cb, cerebellum (stippled); ch, cerebral hemispheres (cross-hatched); m, medulla oblongata; ob, olfactory bulb (cross-hatched); ot, optic tectum (black); and p, pituitary gland. Modified from Braun and Northcutt (1999)



[Jerison 1985]

Brain sizes



Animal Cognition



Jorg-Peter 
Ewert

Vision in the 
European toad

Bufo bufo



MOVIE:
[pap] ewert-74_neuroethology-of-toads-part1_behavioral-responses-to-prey-features



Simmons 99: Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour

response of toad bufo bufo to 
differently shaped stimuli

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 1.4 Analysis of prey recognition in the toad (Bufo). (a) The experimentalset-up, with the toad confined in a glass vessel and a prey model (P)circling around it. The toad turns to follow the model when it has movedthrough a sufficient angle, the effective displacement (D). (b) The responseof the toad to moving models of three shapes (x, y, z) as these are enlargedin one dimension (shapes x, y) or two dimensions (shape z). The toad’sresponse is measured by the number of times it turns to follow the model in1 min. (Redrawn after Ewert, 1980, 1983.)



Toad (amphibian) brain

Simmons 99: Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour

ganglion cells from eye synapse onto 
contralateral optic tectum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 1.5 The layout of the main visual pathways concerned in prey detectionin the brain of an anuran amphibian. The axons of most ganglion cellstravel from the eye to the optic tectum on the opposite (contralateral) sideof the brain, via the optic nerve (other cranial nerves are not shown).Feature-detecting neurons of the optic tectum send their axons to themotor regions of the contralateral hindbrain.



Human 
brain 
visual 

pipeline

www.msstrength.com

ganglion cells from eye synapse onto 
contralateral LGN

http://www.msstrength.com/ms-optic-nerve-attacks-and-symptoms/


Simmons 99: Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour

b,c,d: response of 
thalamic neurons to 

increasing angular 
size of three shapes

(b) TH3 neuron 
(c) T5(1) neuron 
(d) T5(2) neuron 

(after Ewert, 1980.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Set-up for recording the responses of neurons in the brain tomoving visual stimuli. The toad is held in a fixed position and its brain isprobed with a microelectrode for recording the spikes in single neurons.Each stimulus is moved in front of the toad by means of the perimeterdevice. (b) The response of thalamic Class TH3 neurons to increasingangular size of the same three shapes (x, y, z) used in the behavioural tests(Fig. 1.4). (c) The response of tectal Class T5(1) neurons to the same threeshapes. (d) The response of tectal Class T5(2) neurons to the same shapes.(a redrawn after Ewert, 1985; b–d redrawn after Ewert, 1980.)



Motor plan  Sensing

[land 1999] motion and vision : why animals move their eyes

Preying mantis (Sphodromantis lineola)

body is shifted so 
as to translate 
head laterally in 
scanning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 eyes – but too closely spaced – get depth data by side to side motionCan capture prey 2-3 x their sizeFront legs – rows of sharp spikes - speed : 1/20th of a second –blink of an eye is 1/10th s



Visuo-motor Control

Simmons 99: Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour

Preying mantis (Sphodromantis lineola)

a. Closed loop 
control:

Prey kept at center 
of vision

b. When prey first 
appears, motion is 

not driven by 
feedback. 

c. Motion completes 
even when target is 

moved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
img/simmons-1999_preying-mantis-control-fedback-and-feedfwd   The distinction between movements that do and do not involve feedback is   made clear by the visual orientation to prey in a praying mantis. The   insect follows potential prey with movements of its head or body so as to   keep the prey in the centre of its line of vision. In this behaviour   pattern, visual information triggers a movement of the praying mantis, and   this results in an altered visual input, which in turn influences the   subsequent movement. Hence, the flow of information forms a CLOSED LOOP,   with output feeding back to the input (Fig. 1.7a). However, a different   situation obtains when the mantis first locates the prey. As soon as a   suitable object appears in the visual field, the mantis turns towards it   with a rapid movement that is not influenced by feedback from the visual   system. Even if the object is experimentally removed during the turn, the   mantis still continues turning until it faces the place where the object   originally was. Hence, in this case, the information flow forms an OPEN   LOOP, without feedback (Fig. 1.7b, c).



Cockroach escape behaviour

Simmons 99: Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour

Cerci : covered with 
wind-sensitive hair

 Giant interneuron
Startle response ~50ms : 
Turn (leg pose) and run. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A roach will begin running between 8.2 to 70.2 ms after a puff of air isdirected at the anal cerci (Roeder, 1948). Typically, the first response isto turn. Sensory hairs respond to air coming from a particulardirection. Turning involves a specific shift in the positions of the legsinformed by the sensory hairs to prepare to launch. Both tactile pokes andair currents from the same direction elicit the same specific type of turnwhich suggests a common motor pathway after the sensory response (Schaefer etal., 1994). After the course is set, running starts.[img/simmons-1999_cockroach-puff_cercusFigure 3.12 Startle response of the cockroach. (a) Video recording, made fromabove the cockroach, of the turning response to a wind puff delivered fromthe front left of the animal. The outlines of the body and head are tracedfrom every second frame. (b) Leg movements during an escape turn caused by apuff of wind coming from the right and slightly to the front. The cockroachwas held so that its body could not move, but its legs slipped over a lightlyoiled glass plate. The initial positions of the legs are indicated withdotted lines; the final positions of the middle and hind legs are drawn assolid lines. The arrow above the cockroach indicates the direction in whichthe animal would have faced if its body had been free to rotate.  (a redrawnafter Comer & Dowd, 1993; b redrawn after Ritzmann, 1993.)Unlike the startle response in crayfish, cockroach startle behaviour isnormally controlled by activity in several giants, and involves many spikesin these neurons rather than the single spike that marks the decisionmakingprocess in the crayfish lateral giant or Mauthner neuron.  Undoubtedlyassociated with this, the cockroach startle response is initiated more slowlythan that of the crayfish or fish, but is nevertheless a rapid behaviour,with the first movement occurring within 50 ms of the start of a windstimulus. It is a rapid turn away from the direction of attack (Fig.  3.12a)that, unlike walking or running, involves the co-ordinated movement of allsix legs at the same time (Fig. 3.12b). Each leg pushes or pulls, so that thecockroach swivels to face away from the direction from which the air currentis coming. The cockroach then runs forward, using the usual tripod gait modeof locomotion in which the legs are moved in two sets of three.



The capacity to predict the
outcome of future events—critical to 
successful movement— is, most likely, 
the
ultimate and most common of all 
global brain functions. 

- Rodolfo Llinas



Motor knowledge Mindness

predictive / intentional 
interactions

• require internal image 
of world 

• require models for 
consequents of actions

Organize its motricity: 
cephalization

sensory-motor areas in 
macaque and human cortex

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brain is not “hardware” and the mind “software”



Concepts of Self







nishida-matsuzaka-2010_chimpanzee-reflection-in-stream



nishida-2011_evolutionary-tree-great-apes



nishida-2011_chimpanzees--bonobo-humans-gorillas-aeroplane-pattern-w-children



Motor Primacy: 
Thinking = Internalized Movement



Movement and the “mind”

Rodolfo Llinas, The I of the Vortex: 
• Itch on the back : generates a sensorimotor image 
• The image pulls toward the action to be performed
• Brain has evolved as 

• goal-oriented device 
• inherited, pre-wired mechanism, implements predictive / 

intentional interactions w environment. 
• requires creating internal image of the world for comparing 

sensory data
• Mind is “co-dimensional” with the brain
• Generates “self-controlled” electrical storms - Emergent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brain is not “hardware” and the mind “software”



Evolution of the mind

[jekely 10]

unicellular eukaryote
Chlamydomonas (green algae) 

sponge larva (no nervous system) 
Amphimedon queenslandica

Light-aligning (Phototaxis) behaviour



Evolution of the mind



Motricity  Nervous system

[llinas 02]

Tunicates (sea squirts) : stage in evolution of chordata

adult - immobile (sessile) larval form - briefly free swimming 
larva has 300 cell ganglion + notochord

(digested after it finds and attaches to a site) 



Interneurons

Simmons 99: Nerve Cells and Animal Behaviour



Interneurons

[jekely 10]



Predicting  Planning

panther chameleon tongue



Predicting  Planning

Archerfish
Image: Kim Taylor
(Daily Mail)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Archer fish have been known to fire water as far as 12ft (3.5m) and can maintain considerable accuracy up to 4ft (1.2m). native to India and South East Asia



Predicting  Planning

tagarina kalaga : ram (tagaru) fight – karnataka



Predicting  Expertise

1956 FA cup final 74th minute

Bernd (Bert) 
Trautmann

Presenter
Presentation Notes
: Manchester City goalkeeper breaks his neck on hitting Peter Murphy’s foot �After recovering consciousness: He played on for 15min, also making a save.



Predicting  Expertise

1956 FA cup final 74th minute

“... the world was 
a blur of black 

and white.  
I could only see 

silhouettes.“ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
: Manchester City goalkeeper Bernd Trautmann breaks his neck. �After recovering consciousness: He played on for 15min, also making a save.



Neuron Spiking modes



Electro-encephalograph (EEG)

telegraph.co.uk



Electro-encephalograph (EEG)



Functional MRI (fMRI)



Functional MRI (fMRI)

fmri of normal brain autistic (language deficit) brain

u. edinburgh / the telegraph

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/picture-galleries/10902852/In-pictures-Images-of-the-brain-taken-by-scientists-at-University-of-Edinburgh.html?frame=2943390



Calcium florescence imaging



Calcium florescence imaging

Kwan, 2010, from Fairhall slides



Individual Neuron readings

next few slides based on lecture by Adrienne Fairhall at 
http://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse528/13sp/



Spikes from a neuronal population

M. Berry



Hubel-weisel 1977



http://understandingcontext.com/2014/01/visual-input-processing/



Nonlinearity: tuning curves - motor

Cosine tuning curve of a motor cortical neuron

Nonlinear function:  r= g(s)

Hand reaching direction



Nonlinearity: tuning curves - Visual

Gaussian tuning curve of a cortical (V1) neuron

Nonlinear function:  r= g(s)



Nonlinearity: tuning curves

Sigmoidal tuning curve of a V1 cortical neuron

Nonlinear function:  r= g(s)

Hand reaching direction



Neuron Tuning  curves : Gaussian

Orientation sensitivity in V1 neuron  
- approximated by Gaussian with mode at max response



Orientation sensitivity in higher neurons

keiji tanaka [2003]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
@article{tanaka-03_columns-for-complex-visual-features-AIT,  title={Columns for complex visual object features in the inferotemporal cortex: clustering of cells with similar but slightly different stimulus selectivities},  author={Tanaka, Keiji},  journal={Cerebral Cortex},  volume={13},  number={1},  pages={90--99},  year={2003},}



Sigmoidal (classifier) tuning -

Sigmoidal tuning curve of a V1 cortical neuron

Nonlinear function:  r= g(s)

Hand reaching direction



Higher neurons 

Quian Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman, Koch and Fried, Nature (2005)



What is s?



Higher Neurons



Population Code 
(vector models)



Population Codes

diCarlo-cox-2007trics,

Each dimension =
response of one neuron

Response pattern = 
Point in very high-dim space 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The response pattern of a population of visualneurons (e.g., retinal ganglion cells) to each image(three images shown) is a point in a very highdimensionalspace where each axis is theresponse level of each neuron.



Sparse Coding

Random Projections

project each of the N
vectors x along 

m random vectors 
[rp] to obtain a 

lower-dimensional 
projection in Rm:

y = [rp] . X 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The response pattern of a population of visualneurons (e.g., retinal ganglion cells) to each image(three images shown) is a point in a very highdimensionalspace where each axis is theresponse level of each neuron.



Object
Manifolds

Object
Recog-
nition

diCarlo-cox-2007trics,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All identity-preserving transformations of an object will form alow-dimensional manifold of points in the population vector space. Neuronal populations in early visual areas (retinal ganglion cells, LGN, V1) contain object identity manifoldsthat are highly curved and tangled together (left panel). The solution to the recognition problem is conceptualized as aseries of successive re-representations along the ventral stream (blackarrow) to a new population representation (IT) that allows easy separation ofone namable object’s manifold (e.g., a car; see red manifold) from all otherobject identity manifolds (of which the blue manifold is just one example).The vast majority of naturally experienced images are not accompanied withlabels (e.g., ‘‘car,’’ ‘‘plane’’), and are thus shown as blackpoints. However, images arising from the same source (e.g., edge, object)tend to be nearby in time (gray arrows). Recent evidence shows that theventral stream uses that implicit temporal contiguity instruction to build ITneuronal tolerance, and we speculate that this is due to an unsupervisedlearning strategy termed cortical local subspace untangling (see text). Notethat, under this hypothetical strategy, ‘‘shape coding’’ is not the explicitgoal—instead, ‘‘shape’’ information emerges as the residual natural imagevariation that is not specified by naturally occurring temporal contiguity cues.



Object
Manifolds

Object
Recog-
nition

diCarlo-cox-2007trics,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All identity-preserving transformations of an object will form alow-dimensional manifold of points in the population vector space. Neuronal populations in early visual areas (retinal ganglion cells, LGN, V1) contain object identity manifoldsthat are highly curved and tangled together (left panel). The solution to the recognition problem is conceptualized as aseries of successive re-representations along the ventral stream (blackarrow) to a new population representation (IT) that allows easy separation ofone namable object’s manifold (e.g., a car; see red manifold) from all otherobject identity manifolds (of which the blue manifold is just one example).The vast majority of naturally experienced images are not accompanied withlabels (e.g., ‘‘car,’’ ‘‘plane’’), and are thus shown as blackpoints. However, images arising from the same source (e.g., edge, object)tend to be nearby in time (gray arrows). Recent evidence shows that theventral stream uses that implicit temporal contiguity instruction to build ITneuronal tolerance, and we speculate that this is due to an unsupervisedlearning strategy termed cortical local subspace untangling (see text). Notethat, under this hypothetical strategy, ‘‘shape coding’’ is not the explicitgoal—instead, ‘‘shape’’ information emerges as the residual natural imagevariation that is not specified by naturally occurring temporal contiguity cues.



Responses to images

Quian Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman, Koch and Fried, Nature (2005)



Jennifer Lopez and Brad Pitt



Pamela Anderson 



Function of Cortex
What is it computing? 



Biological organization

Form follows function

heart, lung, kidney : differ in 
- cells structure
- organization

 nearly identical for every individual









Abstraction in the cortex

Visual cortex cells: 
respond to oriented 

line moving in 
preferred orientation

line may have varying 
causes

[zeki 08]



Abstraction in the cortex

Similar abstraction for:
touch / pressure
temperature
magnitude: which 
stimuli has higher value 
–number, light, size, 
weight
theme of painting : 
portrait / landscape / 
still-life
beauty

[zeki 08]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Magnitude: which stimuli has the higher value – may be number, brighter, larger



Visual cortex V1 (cat)
orientation 

columns – 10o

apart
ocular dominance 

hypercolumns, 
R(ight) / L(eft) eye

Receptive field 
changes between 
hypercolumns

[hubel / wiesel 62, 68]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
horton-adams-05_cortical-column-but-no-function: Hubel and Wiesel’s ice cube tray model of the striate cortex. oblique microelectrode penetrationsOrientation hypercolumns contained 18 discrete columns about 50 mm wide,each 10 deg apart. Ocular dominance hypercolumns consisted of a single right (R) eye and left (L) eye column about 500 mm wide.



Cortical columns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nissl (left) and cytochrome oxidase (right) labeled cross sections of the visual cortex of a macaque monkey, showing the individual layers



Cortical columns

Structure of cortical columns are extremely 
similar across variety of functions

Two primary kind of cells: 
Pyramidal (P): Layers I-III, V-VI
Stellate (S) : Layer IV (granular layer)

Layer I – rich dendritic structure
Layers II,III – project to other cortical areas
Layer III – input from other columns
Layer IV – stellate, input from thalamus
Layers V,VI – project to sub-cortical



What is the cortex doing?

[horton / adams nature 2005]: 
The cortical column: a structure without a 
function

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Orientation columns: apes, monkeys, marmosets, galagos,cats, tree shrews, ferrets, minks and sheeplittle evidence: mice, rats, hamsters rabbits. 



Can the different parts of the brain be 
doing the same computation?  

Prediction

involves 
Minimal Description Length?
= Dimensionality Reduction?



Prediction



Role of Perception in Motor? 

[Diedrichsen etal 07]



Perception in Motor prediction

[Diedrichsen etal 07]

stretch 
reflex



Perception in Motor prediction 

[Diedrichsen etal 07]



Perception 
in Motor
Prediction 

Kandel 1991 ch.40 motor 
Claude Ghez: voluntary 
movement



Readiness Potential : Motor actions

Kandel 1991 ch.40 motor 
Claude Ghez: voluntary 
movement

[Kornhuber and 
Deecke 1965]



Does Consciousness 
drive motor intent?



Libet’s Free will experiment (1973)

www.dixitciencia.com

http://www.dixitciencia.com/ca/2012/06/04/cronicas-cccb-neuroetica-la-materia-que-se-despierta-o-una-conversacion-desigual/


Reporting the decision time

Benjamin Libet’s
Free will experiment



Reporting the decision time

Benjamin Libet’s
Free will experiment



Perception and Motor 
functions



Perception and Motor Control



Perception and Motor Control



Perception and Motor Control

Wider Penfield in brain surgery, Montreal



Perception and Motor Control



Restored sight : Visual Perception

[wallis buelthoff: learning to recognize objects] in  [fahle poggio 02]

Did not see depth, no bistable illusion

S.B., blind for more than fifty years - able to see

Presenter
Presentation Notes
S.B., blind for morethan fifty years and now able to see, was exposed duringtesting. (a) Staircase illusion, in which S.B. failed to inferdepth from the oblique lines, hence avoiding the usuallybistable percept. (b) Zo¨ llner illusion, in which S.B. describedseeing straight, parallel lines rather than the collectionof bowed black lines described by normal observers.



Role of Motor Knowledge in 
Perception? 

Mirror Neurons

[Rizzolatti G and Fabbri-Destro M  08]



Mirror Neurons and Imitation

newborn macaque

[Ferrari etal 06]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image from Wikipedia: mirror neuron Ferrari and colleagues suggest that infant macaqes can imitate a human's face movements, though only as neonates and during a limited temporal window.[27] Even if it has not yet been empirically demonstrated, it has been proposed that mirror neurons underlie this behaviour and other imitative phenomena.[28] 



Motion Perception

[Ferrari etal 06]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image from Wikipedia: mirror neuron Ferrari and colleagues suggest that infant macaqes can imitate a human's face movements, though only as neonates and during a limited temporal window.[27] Even if it has not yet been empirically demonstrated, it has been proposed that mirror neurons underlie this behaviour and other imitative phenomena.[28] 



Motor Learning and Perception

Newborns (10-24 day old) in 
dark room work hard to position 
hand so it is visbile in a narrow 
beam of light. … 

Q. Can perception help in 
learning a representation? 

[A. van der Meer, 1997: Keeping the arm in the limelight]



Learning to represent



images: 100 x 100 pixels

Ack: A. Efros, original images from hormel corp.

Images as Manifolds



Images as manifolds



Manifolds



Linear dimensionality reduction

project data onto subspace of maximum variance

PCA: principal components analysis

[A] = top eigenvectors of covariance matrix [XXT]
Y = [A] X

e1

e1



PCA in a neuron: Oja’s Rule



PCA in Neurons: 
Hebbian learning and Oja’s Rule

trappenberg-2002_ojas-rule-B



Non-Linear Dimensionality Reduction: 
Manifolds

A manifold is a topological space which is locally 
Euclidean.

nbrhood N in Rn ↔ ball B in Rd 

(homeomorphic)

Homeomorphic: Every x in N has a map to a y 
in B

Dimensionality of manifold = d
Embedding dimension = n



Manifolds

A manifold is a topological space which is locally 
Euclidean.

nbrhood in Rn ↔ ball in Rd (homeomorphic)
Dimensionality of manifold = d
Embedding dimension = n

Real life data (e.g. images) : D = 105

motions = smooth variation 
of just a few parameters

DOFs = pose of faces → d = 1

Ideally, d = number of varying parameters



Manifolds in video



Dimensionality of Actions

side          skip            walk         wave1       wave2   

bend            jack           jump         pjump         run 

Weizmann activity dataset:
videos of 10 actions by 12 actors
[Gorelick / Blank / Irani : 2005 / 07]



Reduced dimensionality

Locality Preserving Projecction [He 
and Niyogi 2003]



Gestures in low dimensions



Recognizing gestures

HMM1

HMM2

HMM3



Non-Linear Dimensionality Reduction 
(NLDR) algorithms:  ISOMAP



Euclidean or Geodesic distance?

Geodesic = shortest path along manifold



Isomap Algorithm

• Identify neighbors.
– points within epsilon-ball  (ε-ball)
– k nearest neighbors (k-NN)

• Construct neighborhood graph.
-- x connected to y if  neighbor(x,y).
-- edge length = distance(x,y)

• Compute shortest path between nodes
– Djkastra  / Floyd-Warshall algorithm

• Construct a lower dimensional embedding.
– Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)

[Tenenbaum, de Silva and Langford 2001]



Residual Variance and Dimensionality

residual variance = 1 – r2(Dg, Dy); r = linear correlation coefficient
Dg = geodesic distance matrix; Dy = manifold distance

Isomap

PCA (linear)

Manifold dimensio

Residual
variance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
residual variance = 1  -  R^2 (DM, DY). DY is the matrix of Euclidean distances in the low-dimensional embedding recovered by each algorithm. DM is each algorithm’s best estimateof the intrinsic manifold distances: for Isomap, this isthe graph distance matrix DG ; for PCA and MDS, it isthe Euclidean input-space distance matrix DX(except with the handwritten ‘2’s, where MDS uses thetangent distance). R is the standard linear correlationcoefficient, taken over all entries of DM and DY



Short Circuits & Neighbourhood 
selection

neighbourhood size

too big: short-circuit errors
too small: isolated patches 

[saxena, gupta mukerjee 04]



Head Rotation Motion



Head Rotation Motion-1
Results 

Left-right head motion

Up-down head motion



Head Rotation Motion-1
Results 
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